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Abstract-h the present paper, we study the quasiequilibrium problem and generalized qussiequi- 
librium problem of generalized quasi-variational inequality in H-spaces by a new method. Some new 
equilibrium existence theorems are given. Our results are different from corresponding given results or 
contain some recent results as their special cases. @ 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
In (11, Blum and Oettli studied the following equilibrium problem (EP). 
(EP) Find a point 1 E X such that f(~, y) 5 0 for all y E X, where X is a given set 
and f : X x X --+ R U {foe} is a given function. 
In [2,3], the following quasiequilibrium problem (QEP) and generalized quasiequilibrium prob- 
lem (GQEP) are studied. 
(QW 
(GQW 
Find a point P E X such that 1 E S(z) and j(2, z) 5 0 for all z E S(Z), where X 
and f are as the above and S : X + 2 x is a given multivalued mapping. 
Find a point z E X and a point g E T(5) such that 1 E S(z) and f(& 5,~) 5 0 for 
all z E S(z), where X and S are as the above, Y is another given set, T : X --+ 2’ 
is another given multivalued mapping, and f : X x Y x X + R U {foe} is a given 
function. 
Note that these equilibrium existence problems are studied in R" or topological vector spaces, 
respectively (see (1,3-121). This paper is motivated by studying the quasiequilibrium problem 
and generalized quasiequilibrium problem in H-spaces by a new method. Our results are different 
from corresponding results in [ 1,3-l 21. 
We first give some concepts and notations. 
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Let X be a topological space and 3(X) the family of all nonempty finite subsets of X. Let {IA} 
be a family of some nonempty contractible subsets of X indexed by A E F(X) such that rA C rA’ 
whenever A C A’. The pair (X, {rA}) is called an H-space. Given an H-space (X, {IA}), a 
nonempty subset D of X is called 
(1) H-convex if IA C D for all A E .F( D), 
(2) weakly H-convex if rA n D is nonempty contractible for each A E F(D), or 
(3) H-compact if for each A E F(D), there exists a compact weakly H-convex subset DA 
of X such that D U A c DA. For a nonempty subset K of X, we define the H-convex hull 
of K, denoted by H - co K, as 
H - co K = n{ D c X : D is H-convex and K c D}. 
If K = 0, we always consider H - co K = 0. (See also [13-151.) 
An H-space (X, {PA}) is called 
(1) a locally convex H-space if X is a uniform space and if there exists a base {Vi : i E I} 
for the uniform structure U such that for each i E I, q(z) = {y E X : (y,z) E &} is 
H-convex for each z E X [16]; 
(2) an l.c.-space (see [15]) if X is a uniform space and if there exists a base {Vi : i E I} for the 
uniform structure such that for each i E I, the set {z E X : E n Vi[x] # 0) is H-convex 
whenever E is H-convex, where Vi[,[z] = {y E X : (z, y) E Vi}. 
REMARK. The concept of an l.c.-space is different from a locally convex H-space. But an 
l.c.-space (X, {rA}) with l? 1~1 = {z} for all 2 E X must be a locally convex H-space. Oth- 
erwise, a nonempty convex subset X of a locally convex topological vector space must be an 
l.c.-space with rA = coA for all A E F(X), and hence, (X, {coA}) must be a locally convex 
H-space. 
Let X be a topological space. We denote by 2x the family of all subsets of X. If A c X we 
shall denote by cl (A) the closure of A and by int (A) the interior of A. If X is a topological 
vector space, we shall denote by coA the convex hull of A and by F~A the closed convex hull 
of A. 
A topological space is called acyclic if all of its reduced Tech homology groups over rationals 
vanish. In particular, any contractible space is acyclic, and thus any convex or star-shaped set is 
acyclic. 
Let X, Y be two topological spaces and S, T : X -+ 2y two multivalued mappings. 
(1) T is called upper semicontinuous (respectively, lower semicontinuous) if for each zz E X 
and each open set V c Y with T(z) c V (respectively, T(z) n V # 0), there exists an 
open neighborhood U of 2 such that T(t) c V (respectively, T(z)nV # 0) for each z E U; 
(2) T is called almost upper semicontinuous if for each 2 E X and each open set V c Y 
with T(z) C V there exists an open neighborhood U of z such that T(Z) C clV for 
all z E U; 
(3) T is said to have local intersection property if ic E X with T(z) # 0 implies that there 
exists an open neighborhood N(e) of 2 such that &_,,Czj T(z) # 0; 
(4) for each y E Y, we denote T-‘(y) = {z E X : y E T(z)}, which is called a lower section 
of T. 
If T has open lower sections, then T has local intersection property. 
(5) The multivalued mappings S n T, clT : X --+ 2y defined by 
S n T(z) = S(Z) n T(z), dT(2) = cl (T(Z)), VXEX. 
If X is an H-space and f : X --+ R U {ha} is a function such that for each r E R, the 
set {z E X : f(x) < r} (respectively, {x E X : f(x) > T-}) is H-convex, then f is called 
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H-quasiconvex (respectively, H-quasiconcave). If the set {CC E X : f(x) 2 0) (respectively, 
{x E X : f(x) I 0)) is a closed set, then f is called O-upper semicontinuous (respectively, O-lower 
semicontinuous). 
A topological space X is called perfect if each open subset of X is an F, set. 
2. EQUILIBRIUM EXISTENCE THEOREMS 
We begin with the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. (See [IS].) Let (X, {IA}) b e a compact Hausdorff locally convex H-space. If 
T:XM~~ is an upper semicontinuous multivalued mapping with closed acyclic values, then 
there exists a point z E X such that z E T(3). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let (X, {I’A}) be a perfect Hausdorfllocally convex H-space, D c X a nonempty 
H-compact subset, and Y a Hausdorff topological space. Let T : X - 2y be an upper semicon- 
tinuous multivalued mapping with nonempty compact values, and A : X --+ 2O be an almost 
upper semicontinuous multivalued mapping with nonempty H-convex values and open lower sec- 
tions. If C#J : X x Y x X - R U {kx~} such that 
(i) 4(x, y, z) is upper semicontinuous in (z, y) and H-quasiconvex in z, 
(ii) for each 2 E X, there exists y E T(z) such that 4(z, y,z) > 0, and 
(iii) for each z E X, the set cl (A(a)) is acyclic, 
then there exists a point f E X such that z E cl (A(Z)) and 
for all cz E A(z). 
PROOF. Since D is H-compact, there exists a compact weakly H-convex subset E of X such 
that D c E. Define a multivalued mapping P : E - 2E by 
SUP @,Y,Z) < 0 VxcEE. 
YET(I) 
Then P(x) is H-convex in H-space (E, {I’A II E}) by the second part of (i). Since 4(x, y, z) 
is upper semicontinuous in (x, y) and T : X -+ 2 y is an upper semicontinuous multivalued 
mapping with nonempty compact values, supyeT 4(x, y, z) is upper semicontinuous in x by 
Proposition 21 of [l?‘, p. 1191, and hence, for each z E E, the set 
P-‘(z) = {x E E : z E P(x)) 
= XEE: 
1 
SUP ddX,YlZ) < 0 
YET(~) 1 
is open in E. Since again A : X -+ 2O has open lower sections, A II P : E --+ 2O has open 
lower sections in E and so the set W = {x E E : A(x) n P(z) # 8) is open in E. Note that 
since E is perfectly normal and compact we know that the set W is paracompact. By Theorem 2 
in [15, p. 3481 there exists a continuous mapping f : W - E such that f(x) E A(x) rl P(z) for 
all z E W. For each z E E, let 
G(x) = 
{ 
{f (xc)17 ifxE W, 
cl (A(s)), if x E E\ W. 
For each open set V in E, the set 
{x E E : G(x) c V} = {z E W : f(T) E V} u {x E E \ W : cl [A(z)] c V} 
= {CC E W : f(x) E V} u {x E E : cl [A(z)] c V} 
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is open in E by the almost upper semicontinuity of A and the continuity of f. It shows that G : 
E + 2E is upper semicontinuous. 
By virtue of Lemma 2.1, there exists a point z E E such that a: E G(Z). If 5 E W, then z = 
f(3) E H - co [A(?) n P(Z)] c P(Z), and hence, ~up~e~(~) r$(~, y, Z) < 0. This contradicts 
Condition (ii). Hence, SC 4 W, i.e., 3 E cl [A(z)] c X and A(z) n P(Z) = 8, i.e., 
sup 4 (2, Y, x) L 0, 
YET(f) 
for all 2 E A(%). This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let (X,{IA}) b e a perfect Hausdorff locally convex H-space, D c X a 
nonempty H-compact subset, and Y a Hausdorff topological space. Let T : X ---+ Y be 
a continuous mapping, A : X --+ 2O be an almost upper semicontinuous multivalued map- 
ping with nonempty H-convex values and open lower sections. If a lower semicontinuous func- 
tion f : X x Y --+ R U {&o} such that 
(i) f(z, .) is upper semicontinuous for each z E X and f(., y) H-quasiconvex for each y E Y, 
(ii) for each zr E X, the set cl (A(z)) is acyclic, 
then there exists a point z E X such that z E cl (A(Z)) and 
for all z E A(?). 
PROOF. For each (5, y, z) E X x Y x X, let 4(z,y,z) = f(z, y) - f(z, y). Then the conclusion 
follows from Theorem 2.2. 
REMARK. This equilibrium problem in Corollary 2.3 was introduced and studied by Noor and 
Oettli [9], and Cubiotti [4] and Ding [6] studied its equilibrium existence problem in R” and 
topological vector spaces, respectively. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let (X, {PA}) be a perfect Hausdorff locally convex H-space, D c X a nonempty 
H-compact subset, and Y a Hausdorff topological space. Let T : X -+ 2y be an upper semicon- 
tinuous multivalued mapping with nonempty compact values, and A : X ---+ 2O be an almost 
upper semicontinuous muJtivaJued mapping with nonempty H-convex values and open lower sec- 
tions. If an upper semicontinuous function 4 : X x Y x X ----+ R U {km} such that 
(i) 4(x, y, z) is H-quasiconvex in z, 
(ii) for each 5 E X, there exists y E T(z) such that d(z, y, z) > 0, 
(iii) for each 3: E X, the set cl (A(z)) is acycJk, 
(iv) for each (2, z) E X x D, the set {y E T(z) : +(z, y, z) > 0) is acyclic, 
then there exists a point 3 E cl (A(Z)) and a point g E T(Z) such that 
4(%&s) 2 0, V’a: E A (3). 
PROOF. By Theorem 2.2 there exists a point f E X such that 3 E cl (A(3)) and 
sup b(%u,5) 2 0, 
yET‘(Z) x ‘- ’ - 
for all 2 E A(T). Since 4 is upper semicontinuous and 
there exists a point y(z) E T(s) such that d(%, y(z),z) 
G : A(z) --) 2T(z) by 
G(s) = {Y E T(z) : 4 (3, Y, z) L 01, 
T(z) is compact, for each IC E A(Z) 
> 0. Define a multivalued mapping 
V~:EA(Z). 
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Then G : A(%) --+ 2 T(Z) is a multivalued mapping with nonempty acyclic values and closed graph 
(in A(?) x T(3)) by (iv) and the upper semicontinuity of 4. Consequently, G : A(Z) -+ 2T(‘) is 
upper semicontinuous since T(Z) is compact. 
If the conclusion of Theorem 2.4 is false, then for each y E T(Z), there exists a point z E A(3) 
such that 4(2, y, z) < 0. Define a multivalued mapping F : T(Z) - ZA(‘) by 
F(Y) = ix E 43) : ~@,Y,x) < 01, VyET(5). 
Then F : T(Z) + ZA(‘) is a multivalued mapping with nonempty H-convex values by (i) and 
the H-convexity of A(Z). For each z E A(Z), the set 
is open in T(Z). By virtue of Theorem 3.1 of [18], there exist 20 E A(g) and yo E ‘T(3) such 
that 20 E F(yo) and y,-, E G(Q), i.e., ~(z,Yo,z~) < 0 and ~(?E,Yo,zo) 2 0. It is a contradiction. 
This completes the proof. 
REMARK. The generalized quasiequilibrium problem was studied by Chang et al. [2] and Lin 
and Park [3] in R” and topological vector spaces, respectively. Theorem 2.4 is different from 
corresponding results in [2,3]. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let X be a nonempty closed convex subset of a perfect quasi-complete Haus- 
dorff locally convex topological vector space E, E” the conjugate space of E, and D c X a 
nonempty compact subset. Let T : X -+ 2E’ be an upper semicontinuous multivalued mapping 
with nonempty compact convex values, and A : X -+ 2O be an almost upper semicontinuous 
multivalued mapping with nonempty convex values and open lower sections. Then there exist a 
point z E cl (A(?)) and a point g E T(3) such that 
Re ($j, z - z) 5 0, 
for all 2 E A(Z). 
PROOF. Since E is a perfect Hausdorff quasi-complete localli convex topological vector space 
and D is nonempty compact subset of X, h4 = WD c X is compact wnvex and perfect. For 
each finite subset A C f’kf, let rA = co A. Then (M, {r,4}) is a perfect locally convex H-space 
and D c M is H-compact. For each (2, y, z) E A4 x E* x M, let d(z, y, z) = Re(y, z - z). Then 4 
is continuous by Lemma B of Kum [8]. Moreover, a convex set must be acyclic. Hence, all the 
conditions of Theorem 2.4 are fulfilled. By virtue of Theorem 2.4, there exists a point Z E cl (A(Z)) 
and a point g E T(Z) such that 
Re (g, Z - z) 5 0, 
for all 2 E A(Z). 
THEOREM 2.6. Let (X, {I’A}) be a perfect Hausdorff locally convex H-space, D c X a nonempty 
H-compact subset, and Y a Hausdorff topological space. Let A : X + 2O be an almost upper 
semicontinuous multivalued mapping with nonempty H-convex values and open lower sections. 
Iff:XxX--+RU{fco}suchthat 
(i) f(., y) isO- p u per semicontinuous for each y E X and f (x, .) H-quasiconvex for each x E X, 
(ii) for each z E X, f(z,z) 2 0, 
(iii) for each z E X, the set cl (A(x)) is acyclic, 
then there exists a point z E cl (D) such that f E cl (A(Z)) and 
for all x E A(T). 
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PROOF. Since D is H-compact, there exists a compact weakly H-convex subset E of X such 
that D c E. Define a multivalued mapping P : E --+ 2* by 
P(z) = {z E E : f(s,z) < 0}, VXEX. 
Then P(z) is H-convex in H-space (E, (I’A n E}) for all 3: E E and P has open lower sections 
by (i). The rest of the proof is as the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
REMARK. Theorem 2.6 contains many previous results as its special cases. 
COROLLARY 2.7. (See 1111.) Let X be a nonempty compact convex subset of R” and T : X 
---+2 Rn a multivalued mapping. Suppose that for each fixed Y E X, the set 
XEX: inf (z,x - y) > 0 
eT(+) > 
is open in X. Then there exists zz E X such that 
inf (z,5 - Y) 5 0, 
ET(Z) 
fora.UYE X. 
PROOF. Putting D = X, A(x) = X for all x E X, (,) the inner product on R” and 
f(? Y) = V,(“? Y - xc), 
for all (x, y) E X x X in Theorem 2.6, we get the result immediately. 
COROLLARY 2.8. (See [II].) Let X b e a nonempty closed convex subset of R” and T : X --+ R” 
a single-valued mapping. Suppose that 
(i) for each tied y E X, the set {z E X : (T(x),% - y) 5 0) is closed, and 
(ii) there exists a nonempty bounded subset D of X such that for each x E X \ D there exists 
a point y E D with 
(T(x), 3: - Y) > 0. 
Then there exists I E D such that 
for all y E X. 
(T@),Y-r~.) 20, 
PROOF. Since D bounded, there exists a real number T > 0 such that D c intx(X n B,) = 
intx(X,) = E, where X, = X n B,, B, = {x E R” : 11x(1 5 T-}. For each x E X and each y E X, 
let A(z) = E, j(x, y) = (T(x), y - x). By Theorem 2.6 there exists a point z E X such that 
f (3, x) r 0, 
for all z E X,. That is, 
(T(z),x-ji) 20, 
for all x E X,. By (ii) we know that P E D c E. Hence, for each x E (X \ X,.), there is 
a X E (0,l) such that Xx -I- (1 - A)% E X,. Hence, 
(T(z),Xa:+(l-X)3-z) 20, 
i.e., 
and hence, 
(T (3)) x (x - 2)) L 0, 
(T@),x-2) 10. 
This completes the proof. 
If the conditions of the space (X, {l?~}) are strengthened, we have a better result than Theo- 
rems 2.2 and 2.4. 
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THEOREM 2.9. Let (X,{rA}) b e an J.c. complete metric space with l?{z) = {z} for all x E X, 
D c X a nonempty H-compact subset and Y a Hausdorff topological space. Let T : X --+ 2y be 
an upper semicontinuous multivalued mapping with nonempty compact vaJues, and A : X --+ 2O 
be a continuous multivalued mapping with nonempty H-convex values. If an upper semicontin- 
uous function 4 : X x Y x X + R U (4xm) such that 
(i) for each (z, y) E X x Y, +(Ic, y, ) ’ J z is ower semicontinuous and H-quasiconvex in t, 
(ii) for each 2 E X, there exists y E T(z) such that 4(x, y, 2) 2 0, 
(iii) for each z E X, the set cl (A(z)) is acycJic, 
then there exists a point 1 E X such that z E cl (A(%)) and 
sup 4(%Y,Z) 2 0, 
YET(*.) 
for all z E A(3). 
If the following condition (iv) is added: 
(iv) for each (CC, z) E X x D, the set {y E T(z) : 4(x, y, .z) > 0) is acycJic, 
then there exists a point Z E cl (A(Z)) and a point Q E T(Z) such that 
PROOF. Since D is H-compact, there exists a compact weakly H-convex subset E of X such 
that D c E. For each real number r < 0, define a multivalued mapping P : E --+ 2E by 
sup &Y,Z) < r VXEE. 
YET(Z) 
Then P : E ---) 2E has open graph and H-convex values by Proposition 21 of [17, p. 1191. Since 
again A : X -+ 2O is lower semicontinuous, A n P : E --+ 2E ’ 1s also lower semicontinuous by 
Lemma 1 in [15, p. 3481, and so the set W = {z E E : A(z) f~ P(x) # 8) is open in E. Hence, 
cl(AnP) : E -----) 2 E is a lower semicontinuous multivalued mapping with closed H-convex 
values. By Theorem 3 in [15, p. 3481 there exists a continuous mapping f : W --) E such that 
f(z) E cl [A(z) I-I P(z)] for all z E W. For each 2 E E, let 
G(x) = 
if (Xc)lI ifxE W, 
cl(A(x)), if x E E \ W. 
Then G : E ---) 2E is upper semicontinuous. 
By virtue of Lemma 2.1, there exists a point x, E E such that x, E G(xr). If x, E W, then 
x, = f(x,) E cl [A(x,) n P(x,)] c cl [P(x,.)], and hence, ~up~s+~) 4(z,, y, x, ) 5 r < 0. This 
contradicts Condition (ii). Hence, xT $ W, i.e., x, E cl [A(x,-)] c E and A(x,.) n P(x,.) = 0, i.e., 
sup dJ(XT, Y, x) 2 r, 
YET(G) 
for all x E A(+). Since E is compact we may assume x, -+ z (as r --) 0). Consequently, 
1 E cl [A(Z)] by the upper semicontinuity of A. For each z E A(Z), by the lower semicontinuity 
of A there exists z, E A(x,) for each r < 0 such that z, -+ z (aa T -+ 0). Hence, for each r < 0, 
supyE~(+) 4(zT,y, zr) 2 r. Since 4 : X x Y x X --+ R U {fm} is upper semicontinuous 
and T : X --+ 2 ’ is an upper semicontinuous multivalued mapping with nonempty compact 
values, SUP~~T(~) 4(x, y, U) is upper semicontinuous in (x, u), and hence, ~up~e~(~) $(z, y, z) 2 0. 
The proof of the rest is the same as Theorem 2.4. This completes the proof. 
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